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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
This project proposal deals with the development of a Software Requirements Specification
(SRS) document that specifies what an airline reservation system should do and should not do.
Air Uganda is one that operates all flights to and from Entebbe, Kigali, Dar es Salaam, Juba,
Nairobi, Mombasa and Zanzibar.
UAR uses a manual system of transactions related to flight reservation such as making ticket
reservations for travelers in and from Entebbe since it transports passengers only in the African
countries. When a passenger books a flight he/she is provided with ticket reservation forms,
which includes block reservation, canceling and rescheduling tickets.
All these records are kept in a box file for future references. Eventually, piles of files occupy a
large space in office. Hence this makes the system slow and insufficient due to the time taken to
search and analyze data for fravelers. Therefore the researchers intended to design and
implement a computerized flight reservation system.

1.2 Background
The airline was established in June 1994 and started operations in November 1994. It is owned
by Tony Rubombora (62.5%), Managing Director, and Charles Muthama (37.5%), Chairman. It
has 62 employees (as of March 2007). Nov 14, 2007 Air Uganda begun operations on November 14th
2007.The 1994 by Act of the Ugandan Parliament, to “provide and operate safe, efficient,
adequate, economical and properly coordinated air transport services within and outside the
country, for cargo, passenger, chartered passenger flights, air mail services and flight training”.
For most of its life, the company has owned one aircraft, a Lockheed C-i 30 Hercules,
registration number 5X-UCF. In October 2009, the fleet was expanded by the addition of two (2)
Harbin Y- 12 turboprop aircraft. Operations were expanded to include passenger charter services
within Uganda and to countries in Eastern Africa, Central Africa and Southern Africa.
Recently they announced a new partner for the Juba-Khartoum Route. Plans are also underway to
take the carrier to the Rwanda skies for a more complete coverage of the East African skies,

De-Waal said. Since inception Air Uganda has flown over 70000 passengers, introduced and
begun operations on new routes, signed landmark agreements with Kenya airways and will soon
launch its cargo service to other African countries

1.3 Statement of the Problem
Uganda Airline uses a local system on accessing the travelers’ documents and this has many
shortcomings that include:
Delays in retrieval of records since files are accessed sequentially. This is time consuming since
you have to turn piles of files in order to get the information you are looking for, files occupy
large office space which would have been used for other purposes, data redundancy due to
repetition in different files, inconsistency of client travelling data can be updated in one file and
not in another, natural calamities such as insects, humidity and dust can destroy the records, and
the records are insecure since they can be accessed and changed by an authorized person thus the
need to computerize the traveler / passengers system

1.4 General Objective
The major aim of this research is to design and implement a computerized flight reservation
software application to assist an airline with transaction related to making ticket reservation,
which include blocking, reserving, canceling and rescheduling tickets.

1.5 Specific objectives
The project will be designed to achieve the following:
To design a database system for the efficient management of travelers’ records.
o

To improve on the efficiency of data manipulation such as easy access and retrieval of
data and records between different nodes such as Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda.
e.g. by phone, web or at the information desk and across different physical locations.

o

To eliminate data redundancy in records and provide a security mechanism which
prevents unauthorized users from accessing the system.

1.6 Research questions
o

How can a manual data system be eliminated in flight reservation?
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o

How can the efficiency of data manipulation of travelers’ records be achieved?
Is it possible to enforce data security on travelers’ records using computerized system?

1.7 Significance of the project
At the end of the project a sofiware application package will be in place and it will achieve the
set objectives such as;
Benefiting the management through faster retrieval of data,
o

Access to check the flight schedule, availability of seats, ticket price and to, reserve, cancel,
and reschedule tickets for the travelers or passengers.

1.8 Scope of the project
The project will cover the administrator’s activity of passengers’ records. Other managerial
issues such as, employees’ records are terminated out of the project, The project is only confined
to the passengers records including flight schedules, ticket prices, ticket schedules for Air
Uganda stationed at Entebbe airport.

1.9 Limitations of the study
During the ARS project formation and development, the following are some of the problems
which might be encountered and these include:
o

Financial constraint resulting from transport cost, secretarial services and research
materials especially the internet.

o

Limited time to complete the Project

o

Power fluctuation also interfered with the pace of the project
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0. Introduction
This is an account of what has been published on a topic by accredited scholars and researchers
and the purpose of literature review is to convey to the reader what knowledge and ideas have
been established on a topic, and what their strengths and weaknesses are. Besides enlarging
knowledge about the topic, writing a literature review lets one gain and demonstrates skills in
two areas:
Information seeking that is to say the ability to scan the literature efficiently, using manual or
computerized methods, to identify a set of useful articles and books
o

And critical appraisal that is to say the ability to apply principles of identity unbiased and
valid study

Literature review can be got from journals, books and internet.
2.1.0 Information system
According to Shasha and Vossen (1975) an information system refers to hardware and software
systems that support data intensive applications. Information systems developers publishers
articles concerning the design and the implementation of languages, data models, algorithms,
software and hardware for information systems.
Also Steven Alter in his book ‘Information Systems 2’~’ edition’ defines information systems as
systems that use information technology to capture, transmit, store, retrieve, manipulate or
display information used in one or more business processes. While James A. O’Brien in his
book ‘Information Systems’ defines information systems as any organized combination of
people, hardware, software communications network and data resources that collect, transform
and disseminate information in an organization.
Cibbora (2002) defined the study of information systems as the study which deals with the
deployment of information technology in organizations, institutions and the society at large. It
4

emphasized that many colleges and universities currently offer undergraduate and graduate
degrees in information systems and closely related fields for example in City University of Hong
Kong, George Washington University, University of Sheffield and University of Toronto among
others.
Aceituno (2004) describes 3 objects of information systems in regard to computer security which
include the followingAs a Structure with repositories which hold data permanent or temporarily for example RAM,
buffers, hard disks, cache and an interface which exchanges information with non digital world
such as keyboards, speakers, scanners and printers. As channels which connect repositories such
as buses, cables, wireless links among others.
As a behavior that is to say services which provide value to users or to other services via
messages interchange and messages which carry meanings to users or services.

2.1.1 Types of Information systems
~

Transaction processing systems which perform and record daily routine transactions
necessary for businesses for example order tracking. Knowledge work systems that aid
creation and integration of new knowledge into an organization for example a managerial
work station.

e

Office Automation systems which help to increase productivity of data workers for
example email calendars and word processing systems. Management information systems
which serve planning, control, decision making through routine summary and reports for
example capital investment systems.

o

Decision support systems which combine data, models and analysis tools for non routine
decision making for example cost analysis systems. Executive support systems support
non routine decision making through advanced graphics and communication for example
personnel planning, Laudon. K and Laudon J.P (2006).

2.1.2 Business Values for using Information Systems
Tangible benefits for example low operating costs, low computer expenses, reduce workforce
and improved productivity. Some of the intangible benefits are increased flexibility, more timely
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information, higher customer satisfaction and better corporate image. Customers of the different
organizations also benefit directly because they get the services at cheaper costs Laudon k
(2006).

2.1.3 Advantages of using Information Systems
Organizations are able to survive, exist and prosper for example improvement in networking and
reduction in the costs of running the organization. Since the world is changing to knowledge or
information based society that is to say it’s the foundation for conducting business today, this
necessitates the use of information systems. When registering, a lot of information is needed
about candidates for example about their bio data so an information system is needed to keep
such data Laudon K and Laudon J.P (2006).
There is an improvement in the services of an organization using an information system that is to
say information systems may be a foundation for new products and services. For example in
registration system, the process improves; that is to say it becomes fast and there are no delays.
There is an increase in flexibility with customer’s focus whereby organizations using information
systems realize the need to maintain their customers and therefore focus on them to ensure they
are enjoying the services.

2.2 Automation of work
Steven Alter defines automation of work as the use of machines to perform tasks that people
would otherwise do.

2,3.0 Computerized Information Storage
A computer is a sole tool used to keep, process, and retrieve information; Masaba (2000). It
stores information using the concepts of database and the information is organized for easy and
quick access whenever needed.

2.3.1 Advantages of a computerized system
Ibid, (2000)
@

Data redundancy is minimized hence the computer provides consistent information.
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Easy access and retrieval of data
c

Data processing is easier compared to other filing systems

®

Assessment of individual passengers records is possible

2.3.2 Disadvantages of computerized system Ibid, (2000)
0

Basic computer knowledge is required to access and perform any operation on computer
stored information

o

File processing is dependant on availability of power

o

In a situation where there is no bypass procedure, once a computer system fails, then
there would be no business transaction at all.

Hence it is clearly seen that advantages of using a computerized system outweigh the
disadvantages, of which many solutions are now in place

2.4.0 The Manual system
Initially, not only flight records for passengers, but many business organizations are kept
manually until the era of computers and computer programming technology.
Mbabazi (2002) describes manual systems as “a method that doesn’t make use of computers to
keep process and maintain data or information for future reference”. Information is stored on
paper by use of tools like pens, pencils, markers and typewriters to produce fairly clean copies.
In this kind of storage, movement of files from desk to desk or office to office involves a unique
number indicated on each file, which is kept in a file cabinet for easy identification.
The most common operations that may be carried on manual records include;
o

Updating of re cords

o

Editing of the existing records

o

Sorting records

2.4.1 Advantages ofmanual systems
o

File processing is not interrupted by power failures

o

It doesn’t need expertise to operate file handling, provided the file is available and
operation to be carried out is clear

o

File operation depends much on the person doing it other than a computer which is
inflexible in its ability to reason
7

@

Files are cheaper to maintain as compared to computer files

~

Files are ever available as compared to computer systems which are likely to fail and put
transaction at a halt.

2,4,2 Disadvantages of manual systems
~

Chances of losing information or misplacing files during their transfer are high

~

Unauthorized users can access files.

~

Data redundancy is common

~

Data retrieval and processing is very slow hence time consuming

~

Data inconsistency due to many files which are not linked

2~5.O Web Based Systems
Many studies have been carried out on web-based systems. According to Svarre
(2006), a web-based system is defined as a publishing feature that allows individuals to use a
template or a set of templates approved by the organization, as well as wizards and other tools to
create or modify web content. He continues that, the format management feature allows
documents including legacy electronic documents and scanned paper documents to be formatted
into HTML.

2~6 Database systems
A database is a shared collection of related data designed to meet the information needs of the
organization. Jerry P (2001) defines database as a collection of data stored in a standardized
format, designed to be shared by multiple users.

2~7 Database Management System (DBMS)
DBMS is software that defines a database, stores the data, supports a query language, produces
reports, and creates data entry screens, (Jerry P 2001).

2.7.1 Functions of DBMS
o

Data definition: DBMS accepts data definitions (external, conceptual, internal and all
associated mappings) in source form and convert them to the appropriate object form. In
8

other words, the DBMS must include Data Definition Language (DDL) processor or DDL
compiler components for each of the various data definition languages.
•

Data manipulation: The DBMS must be able to handle request to retrieve, update or delete
existing data in the database or to add new data to the database. Therefore the DBMS must
include a DML processor or compiler component to deal with the data manipulation
language (DML)

o

Data security: It provides controlled access to the database by allowing only authorized
user’s access

o

Integrity system: This maintains the consistency of the stored data

•

Data recovery system

2.72 Advantages ofDBMS
•

Control of data redundancy: The traditional file-based systems waste space by storing
the same information in more than one file. The database approach attempts to eliminate
the redundancy by integrating the files so that several copies of the same data are not
stored.

o

Data consistency: By eliminating or controlling redundancy, we are reducing the risk of
inconsistencies occurring. If a data item is stored only once in the database, any update to
its value has to be performed only once and the new value is immediately available to all
users

o

More information from the same amount of data: With the integration of the operational
data, it may be possible for the organization to derive additional information from the same
data.

•

Sharing of data: Typically, files are owned by the people or departments that use them.
On the other hand, the database belongs to the entire organization and can be shared by all
authorized users. In this way more users share more of the data.

•

Improved data integrity: Database integrity refers to the validity and consistency of
stored data. Integrity is usually expressed in terms of constraints, which are consistency
rules that the database is not permitted to violate.

•

Improved security: Database security is the protection of the database from unauthorized
users. Without Suitable security measures, integration makes the data more vulnerable than
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file- based system. Integration allows DBA define and the DBMS to enforce, database
security. This may take the form of user name and passwords to identify people authorized
to use the database.
o

Enforcement of standards: Again, integration allows the DBA to define and enforce the
necessary standards. These may include departmental, organizational, country or
international standards for such things as data formats to facilitate exchange of data
between systems

o

Balanced conflicting requirements: Each user or department has needs that may be in
conflict with the needs of others users, since the database is under the control of the DBA,
the DBA can make decisions about the design and operational use of the database that
provide the best use of resources for the organization as a whole.

o

Improved data accessibility and responsiveness: Again, as a result of integration, data
that crosses departmental boundaries is directly accessible to the end-user. Many DBMSs
provide query languages or report writers that allow users to ask ad-hoc questions and
obtain the required information almost immediately at their terminals.

o

Improved maintenance through data independency: In file-based systems, the
description of the data and the logic for accessing the data are built into each application
program, making the programs dependent on the data.

o

Improved backup and recovery: Many file-based systems place the responsibility on the
user to provide measures to protect the data from failure to the computer system or
application program. This may involve taking a nightly backup of data.

2.7.3 Disadvantages DBMS
o

Complexity: The provision of the functionality we expect of a good DBMS makes the
DBMS an extremely complex piece of software. Database designers and developers, the
data and database administrators and end-users must understand this fhnctionality to take
full advantage of it.

o

Size: The complexity and breadth of functionality makes the DBMS an extremely large
piece of software, occupying many megabytes of disk space and requiring substantial
amounts of memory to run efficiently.
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@

Cost of DBMS: The cost of DBMS varies significantly, depending on the environment and
functionality provided. For example, a single user DBMS for a personal computer. A large
mainframe multi-user DBMS servicing hundred of users.

o

Additional hardware costs: The disk storage requirements for the DBMS and the
database may necessitate the purchase of additional storage space. It may be necessary to
purchase a larger machine, perhaps even machine dedicated to running the DBMS

2.8. FLIGHT RESERVATION SYSTEM
Himaja Sonthi Jun Xiao (2002) defined the flight reservation system as a system by which
flights or rooms in hotels can be booked from the terminal in the travel agent’s office or from an
in-flight terminal system direct to a central booking computer. Or direct satellite links into
ground-based computer reservations systems will let you book or change tickets and hotel rooms
from your seat, as way in travel agents can increase their customers directly on line to most of
the available airline seats and business hotel rooms in the world
However according to the researchers in this project, we define a flight reservation system as a
computerized system used to store ,retrieve information and conduct transactions related to air
travel originally designed and operated by airlines, which were later extended for the use of
travel agencies mainly for booking and selling tickets for multiple airlines and also to make the
systems accessible to consumers through Internet gateways in addition to allow users to book
hotel rooms and rental cars as well as airline tickets.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the steps and procedures that will be taken to conduct the research to
achieve the objectives of the study.
Methodology refers to the methods used for conducting research. The methods chosen for data
collection of this project are a combination and quantitative methods which is often the best and
most efficient approach to collecting in depth and complete information. Qualitative methods are
for conducting researches that rely on open ended exploration of people’s words, thoughts,
actions and intentions. They supply detailed and in depth information to provide outside
audience with an understanding of what a target population may think or feel about a specific
issue or environment. Purely qualitative methods include observation, focus groups and case
studies. The quantitative methods the researcher intends to use are interviews, questionnaires
and review of document chosen methods out of the above combination of techniques because of
their advantages that each has.

3.1.0 Data collection techniques
3.1.1 Interviews
These are fact finding techniques whereby the system analyst collects information from
individuals through face-to-face interaction. It can be used to achieve any or all of the following:
fact finding, fact verification clarification, enthusiasm generation, involve the users, identify
ideas and requirements.
Interviews are completed by the interviewer based on the feedback of the respondent and they
are more personal than self-directed questionnaires. Examples include personal, telephone and
key informant interviews. Advantages of interview include the following;
o

Interview allow one to discover areas of understanding, unrealistic expectation and
expressions of the interviewee hence a collection of rich and detailed data

o

Face to face contact with the participant in order to get first hand information.
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Interviewer has the opportunity to clarify question and to follow-up questions and probes,

@

increasing the likelihood of useful responses

3.1.2 Questionnaires
It is a special purpose document sent out to respondents that allows the analyst to cdllect
information and opinions from the respondents. Questionnaires allow collection of data from a
large number of people and then wide distribution ensures that some things remain anonymous
leading to more honest answers. The use of standard question format can yield more reliable data
than any other technique. This is a good method of crosschecking information that can be
gathered by other methods.

3,1,3 Observations
Observation provides the evaluator with an opportunity to gather data while capturing a variety
of interaction. It is also a way to learn about things the participants or the evaluators are unaware
of or unable to discuss in focus group or interview. However, observation techniques are of two
kinds.
a

Direct Observations: This requires that the observer is as unobtrusive as possible and
abstains from interfering so as not to bias the observation. The researcher watches but does
not take part. However, observation is a good method for observing actual behavior, but a
poor method for inferring attitudes or beliefs

o

Participant observations: The researcher must be a participant in the culture or content
being observed and may require months to years of intensive work. Through conversation
and actions, a participant observer becomes engaged in the lives of the people being
studied. What is seen and heard by the participant observer are recorded as field notes and
written largely from memory. The field notes are then studied to identify recurring events,
themes and explanations.

However, direct observations are a good way for observing the actual behaviors, but a poor
method for inferring beliefs. The advantages of observation include the following:
o

Permit evaluator to enter into and understand situations.

o

Exist in natural, unstructured and flexible setting.
13

Provides direct information about behavior of individual and groups
o

Provide good opportunities for identifying unanticipated outcomes

3.1.4 Review of existing Documents
Clear decision on which documents, scope and depth of analysis required are appropriate.
Documents may store individual, group or organization performance records. Therefore the
researcher will gather daily proceedings of the manual system by reviewing the available
documents.

3,2. Data analysis
This stage involves two major aspects, i.e. Data analysis and System analysis.

3.2.1 Data Analysis tools
The researcher expects to use; histogram Gantt chart, pie chart and tables among the data
analysis tools to provide visual and graphical/pictorial representation of the data collected using
the methods described in the methodology. This is because of ease, simplicity and clarity of
these data analysis tools among others.

3.2.2 Development tools
The researcher intends to use Microsoft access, Microsoft studio 6.0 for designing and
implementing the ARS software application.

3.3.0 Requirements to be fulfilled by the Proposed System
3,3.1 Functional Requirements inputs I expectation of the new system
• User Accounts
The user passengers are presented with two choices by the reservation system i.e.
registered user and a guest user. ‘Where registered will be able to check the availability of
tickets as well as block/buy a ticket by logging into the system while guest user can only
check the availability of tickets and cannot block or buy tickets.
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However a registered user can also act as a guest if he only wants to check the
availability of tickets. ‘Availability of tickets’ always refers to viewing the flight
schedule for given days, the price of tickets and any discount offers.

Registration and creation of user profile
The system requires a user to register the following information such as: a user id, a
password, first name, last name, address, phone number, email address, sex, age,
preferred credit card number in order to carry out any transactions.
o

Checking Availability
This will prompt the user to login his city of origin and destination city in order to view
the flight schedule database which includes: availability of seats(class like to business
class/first class/club class/smoking/non smoking), ticket price and to block, reserve,
cancel, and reschedule tickets.

• Making Reservations/Blocking/Confirmation
After having taken the user through the steps of Checking Availability, The system will
now ask the user if he wishes to block/buy the ticket. If yes, and if the user has been a
guest, he will have to first register and become a registered user and then log onto the
system. If the user is already a registered user, and if he has logged on already, he can
block/buy the ticket,

• Cancellation
The system shall also give the user an option to cancel a confirmed ticket or a blocked
ticket by issuing him a blocking number.

• Update Profile
The system shall enable the user to update his profile at any time.

• View Ticket Status. The system shall allow a user to view all information about his
trip. After logging him on, it asks for his blocking number or his confirmation number. It
accesses DB-reservation and retrieves the details of the trip and presents them to the user
in a convenient format, query flight details. However, in summary, the system should
meet all the objectives stated earlier on in chapter one
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3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements
The system will be run on a PC. It will be implemented in SQL and access programming
languages. The system is expected of the following:
•

Reliability, ARS shall be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and always provide
real time information about flight availability information.

o

Performance; ARS shall be able to handle at least 1000 transactions/inquiries per second
and shall show no visible deterioration in response time as the number of users or flight
schedule data increases
Usability; Any notification or error messages generated by ARS shall be clear, succinct,
polite and free ofj argon.
Integrity; Only the system administrator has the right to change system parameters, such
as pricing policy etc.

o

Interoperability: ARS shall minimize the effort required to couple it to another system,
such as flight schedule database system.
And it should also be able to withstand illegal access by unauthorized users.

3.3.4 Minimum Hardware and Software Requirements.
o

Any PC/Laptop loaded with MS Windows 95 or higher versions.

o

A hard disk with at least 512MB free space and 256MB of RAM

o

A key board terminal

o

A printer

•

A monitor or screen.

o

Access 95 or higher version

e

Microsoft visual studio

o

Microsoft office 2003/2007

3,3,4 System Users
System users include the Administrators, Accounts Clerk, Manager and auditors.
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CHAPTER IV
SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
4~O, System Analysis and Design
This is the most important phase of our project life cycle and it had corrected our maximum time
The block diagram below depicts various facts which can be easily be under stood by one during
the analysis phase.
Block diagram

Flight maintenance,

Receive customer
request

Passenger list
Conflimed list
Cancellation

Data Storage

Data Access

Passenger list
Fleet info
Concession
Flight information
Fare detail

Ticket reservation
Cancellation
Request for enquiry

In this phase initially we had observed the system by visiting to UAR (Uganda Air Line) and
other airline reservation agencies. The above block diagram is an implementation of this
observation.
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In the next phase we had various queries in our minds which we tried to ask from appropriate
authorities and a sample of our queries is enclosed as ANNEX I.
After getting solutions to our queries we started studying a database structure used in the existing
system. In this connection we had come to know about various master files such as:
o

In Passenger List: passenger names, Address, telno, D.O.B, Profession Father Name.

•

Fleet info: No aircrafl, engine type, cruise speed, air length.

o

Flight info: F_name, F_code, c_code, T_exeseat no., Economic seat no.

o

Concession: concession name, concession code, class discount, uo.t, baggage,
allowance, fare

•

Move payment: passenger code, date of payment, current date, cash, debit, cheque, credit.

•

Fare: route, destination place, source place, departure time, arrival time, flight code,
class, fare.

o

Reservation :tickets report, PNR, flight code, destination place ,source place, departure
time ,arrival time, class ,number of passenger, Age ,sex, fare, seat.

•

~~q~jj~y: tickets no, seat no, PNR.

o

Cancellation: PNR, ticket no, Days left, cancel amount.

Various categories of flight codes are displayed have CD455, 1C548, 1C7896, CD445, and 1C567
for flight schedule at Uganda airline. From 12:33pm to 2:33am.
In this process further we had visited the airport again in order to INTERVIEW people to know
more about the system. The main purpose was to analyze the method of calculating daily income
reservation cost generation methods and few concern things i.e. Duty schedule.

4,1, SYSTEM DESIGN
In this case initially we had designed E-R-diagram of the process in order to indentify various
entities and relationship set, entity set and attributes...
After this we had tried to design a database for the new system and memorized it. The table
motivated in data dictionaries enclosed as ANNEX II is an out come of this step. The symbol of
entities is shown below.
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[

1

Entity set

Line
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E-R-DIAGRAM FOR BOOKING DEPARTMENT
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4.L2

E~R~DIAGRAM FOR CANCELLATION
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4~2.O

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

In order to design a better solution. We designed the DFD for the system including all technical
processing details as given below.
4.2.1 LEVEL OF DATA FLOW DIAGRAM

for information
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4.2.2

LEVEL4-DATA FLOW DIAGRAM OF GENERAL EQUIRY

Request

I

Request information

R

I

I

I

I

R-Request
I-Information
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4.2~3 LEVEL4~ DATA FLOW DIAGRAM OF PASSENGER ENQUIRY
SECTION

Passenger

Entry of New Record or
Existing passenger enquiry

New PNR or
Required information

~nger Enquiry

Request

Request
Unique PNR

Info

~assenger

R

~

Unique PNR

R

Passengers

Information

Passengers

R-Request
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4.2,4

LEVEL-2- DATA FLOW DIAGRAM OF BOOKING

spot)
by)

Booking New

Cash

Set status to confirm
Waiting acknowledgement
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4.2.5

LEVEL -2~DATA FLOW DIAGRAM OF CANCELLATION

REQUEST
FOR
CANCEL

ACK

STATUS

ACK-Acknowledgement
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4.3 USER INTERFACE
This section shows how the users interact with the system. The user interface for this system is
purely graphical which makes the system more user friendly.

INPUT SCREEN
Below is the welcome screen for Air Uganda Reservation System.
WELCOME SCREEN.
AIR UGANDA RESERVATION SYSTEM

grDUp ce~ta~r
~

.

~

•

~

.,

E~T

In this picture there are three parts. That is Master file, Ticket and Report,
When the passenger clicks in the master file then it shows forms such as passenger, Flight info
fare one by one.

LOGIN SCREEN
Below is the login screen for the users which also acts as a security measure to prevent un
authorized users from accessing the system.

Please Login Usemame and Password

r—c~ir—
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CUSTOMER FORM
In this form we enter the customer detail. When we enter the new name then we click add button
and then update .Then it is automatically update .This is under master file. In this form first
button work for show first record ,next button work for show next record. Preview show the just
preview record.
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This fare form involve various fields i.e: Route, S_place, D_place Via D_time ,A_time Stop
page Flight_code, Class_code and Fare
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~

~

I..~......._

RESERVATION FORM.
This form has PNR number which are generated automatically .When
The passenger Clicks at the age box, then fare is shown by the route based. When the passenger
clicks at total Button then total fare is shown. When the users click in Print command button then
the ticket is printed. And when the passenger clicks in exit button, then the form is closed.
-
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ENQUIRY FORM.
This form is used to make enquiries. If any person come to AIRPORT and wants to know if
there reserved seats on the flight, Then the customer uses this form to enter the required
information system open the enquiry form and put the value of ticket no and click
confirm box .11 it is confirmed then it show value of the all concerning data.
Either show not confirmed.
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CUSTOMER DETAILS REPORT.
The Report below shows all the passenger details.
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4.4 SYSTEM TESTING AND VALIDATION
4.4.1 Introduction
In this phase we tried to check all the modules separately for its proper formatting and after
this step we performed a unit of test to check the functionality of the all system.
Further also we have come to know how to add more validation in the project as given below.

4.4.2 TESTING
• Table name customer information
-

Field name

—

customer name

Data types

text

—

Where by, when any one enters a number in the form that is not the required data type
then it shows wrong value entered

4.4,3 DEBURGGING
o

Table name
Field name
Data type

customer information

—

—

depture time, arrival time

date/time. when we enter 12:3 3 then the system will automatically show

—

12:33pm
And when we enter 11:33 then automatically it will show 11:33am.
4.4.4 VALIDATION
o

Table name flight information
Field name flight code
Data type number. When we try to put any other value or character then it ask validity
code
—

—

—

4.4.5 IMPLEMENTATION
For the system implementation of our project the minor hardware and software requirements
should be put into considerations
HARDWARE
Pentium II to IV
Attempt 200 MHz
RAM-512MB
H.D.Space-4 xGB
FDD
CD Rom Drive-52x

SOFTWARE
Window -9x, 2000, 2000 Server
Ms-Accesses
Ms-Excel
Ms-Word

4.5. TABLES
The list of table are written here which are used in the database and they include Cust Details,
Flight Information ,Fleet Information, Concession ,Fares, Ticket Report, Enquiry ,Cancellation
,Rule, Terms And Reserved Table As Shown Below.
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CUST DETAIL
FIELD NAME
Cust Name
T_Date
Father_Name
Gender
D.O.B
Address
Tel_No
Profession
Security
Concession

DATA TYPES
Text
Text
Text
Text
Date/Time
Date/Time
Number
Text
Text
Text

DESCRIPTION
Customer Name
Travel Date
Customer Father Name
Gender Of Customer
Date Of Birth Of Customer
Address Of Customer
Customer Teiphone Number
Profession Of Customer
Security Of Customer
Concession Of Security

FLIGHT INFORMATION
FIELD NAME
F_Name
F_Code
C_Code
T_Exe Seat No
T_Eco Seat No.

DATA TYPES
Text
Number
Text
Number
Number

DESCRIPTION
Flight Name
Flight Code
Class Code
Total Executive Seat Number
Total Economic Seat Number

FLEET INFORMATION
FIELD NAME
No_Aircraft
Club Pre Capacity
Eco Capacity
Cruise Speed
Air Length
Wing Span

DATA TYPES
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

DESCRIPTION
Number Of Aircraft
Club Pre Capacity
Econ~~c Capacity
Cruise Speed
Length Of Air
Wing Span

CONCESSION
FIELD NAME
Conce_Name
Class
Discount
V.O.T

DATA TYPE
Number
Text
Text
Text
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DESCRIPTION
Code Of Concession
Class Of Concession
Discount Concession Basis
Validity Of Ticket

LBag Allow
[ Fare Basis

Text
Text

Baggage Allowance
Fare Basis Fixed

FARE
FIELD NAME
Route_Code
S Place
DPlace
D_Time
F_Code
C_Code
A_Time
Fare

DATA TYPES
Text
Text
Text
Date/Time
Text
Text
Date/Time
Text

DESCRIPTION
Code Number Of Route
Source Place
Destination Place
Depture Time
Flight Code
Class Code
Arrival Time
Fare Of Class

TICKET REPORT
FIELD NAME
Ticket_No
Pnr
F_Id
DPlace
S_Place
T_Date
A_Time
Fare 1
Fare 2
Fare 3
Fare 4
Fare 5
Fare 6
Seat_No 1
Seat_No 2
Seat_No 3
Seat_No 4
Seat_No 5
Seat_No 6
Age 1
Age 2
Age 3
Age 4
Age 5

DATA TYPES
Number
Number
Number
Text
Text
Date/Time
Date/Time
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
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DESCRIPTION
Ticket Number
Passenger Number
Flight Identification
Destination Place
Source Place
Depture
Arrival Time
Fare Of First Passenger
Fare Of Second Passenger
Fare Of Third Passenger
Fare Of Fourth Passenger
Fare Of Fifth Passenger
Fare Of Sixth Passenger
Seat Number 1st Passenger
Seat Number Of 2nd Passenger
Seat Number Of 3’~ Passenger
Seat Number Of 4th Passenger
Seat Number Of ~ Passenger
~
Age Of 1st Passenger
Age 0f2nd Passenger
Age Of 3’~ Passenger
Age Of 4th Passenger
Age Of 5”’ Passenger

Age 6
Class
Passenger

j
j

Number
Number
Number

Age Of 6th Passenger
Classes
Total Passenger

ENQUIRY
FIELD NAME
T_No
F Name
F_Code
C_Seat No
C_Fare
Cust_Code
T_Date
TTime

DATA TYPES
Text
Text
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Date/Time

DESCRIPTION
Ticket Number
Flight Name
Flight Code
Class Seat Number
Class Fare
Customer Code
Travel Number
Travel Time

CANCELLATION
FIELD NAME
Cust_Code
Class
S_No
Days Left
Hours Left
Basic Amount
Cancel Amount

DATA TYPE
Text
Text
Number
Date/Time
Data/Time
Text
Number

DESCRIPTION
Customer Code
Class
Seat Number
Days Left
Hours Left
Basic Amount
Cancel Amount

RULES
FIELD NAME
Date From Dep
Percentage
Refund

DATA TYPE
Text
Text
Number

DESCRIPTION
Date From Depture
Percentage Of Cancel
Refund Amount

TERMS

[ FIELD NAME
~ Age
~ Sex
Fare

DATA TYPES
Text
Text
Number
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DESCRIPTION
Age Of Passenger
Sex Of Passenger
Fare Of Passenger

RESERVED SEAT
FIELD NAME
F_Code
T_Res_Eco Seat
TResExe Seat
TDate
Waiting No.

DATA TYPES
Text
Number
Number
Text
Number
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DESCRIPTION
Flight Code
Total Reserved Economic Seat
Total Reserved Executive Seat
Travel Date
Waiting List

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSSION
5.0 Introduction
In this part of the study researcher we have summarized field discoveries, drawn a conclusion
and provided recommendations before ending with areas he is convinced deserved further
research. The objectives of the study are established due to flight reservations which involves
data entry, update and reserving of tickets.

5.1 Discussions
This new system is computerized from entry of data processing, to generate reports, book and
reserve flight tickets. This system reduces on time spent while processing and cancelling of flight
tickets. The amount of work done when entering data, the speed required,validation and routines.

5.2 Limitation of the Study
During this project formation and development, some of the problems are encountered and these
include the following:
®

Power fluctuation frequently interfered with my project especially during the design
phase

0

The case study was far from the university that led to the project being costly in terms of
finance for transport fare and hence resulting in time wastage.
Unavailability of resources such as computers, since virus infected and inconveniencing
was too much because of the closer times.

5,3 Recommendation
The package is highly reconunended to be used in Uganda airline for effective management of flight
Records. It uses Microsoft access and Microsoft visual basic 6.0 which helps to generate reports to
track the reserved, cancelled and booked tickets
We also recommend the future researchers to make it a web based system.
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5~4. Conclusion
Though the system still contains lots of scope of improvement in it. But its overall look and feels
give rough pictures of an existing automation system.
I have taken Ms-Access at back hand but it has a limitation of 1GB size and also its over date
size approaches 1 GB.however this project presents the concept of learning objectives, which
permits to decompose the educational content into parts:
Learning objects which is a small shareable piece of content that can be learned, a learning
objective that presents knowledge state for the evaluation exercises and an instructional data
flow diagrammatic models for e-learning is also proposed.
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

ANNEX I
Individuals to be interviewed
1. Administrators! Staffs
2. Passengers
Question to be asked
1. What activities are carried out at the Uganda airline?
2. How payment system process scheduled or done?
3. ‘Who is responsible for registering Passengers?
4. Who is eligible to get a Ticket?
5. What difficulties do Passenger find in paying booking Tickets?
6. Are there reserved Passengers who don’t pay fare? If yes, why?
7. Do Passengers have equal opportunities for clearing Tickets?
8. What categories of Tickets do Airlines give?
9. How do you cater for Passengers with disabilities?
10. Do you think there is a need to introduce a computerized system process?
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ANNEX II
QUEST~ONARE FOR ADMIINIISTRATORS
Dear Respondent,
I am researching on the Flight Reservation System at Air Uganda. This questiormaire is designed
to help in finding out how flight can be monitored using a computerized system.
The information sought I needed for this academic research only and will be treated with
confidentiality and will be solely for the purpose of this research. Hence the researcher humbly
requests you to put a tick on the answer you prefer and give your views where necessary in the
spaces provided.
The project is entitled Flight Reservation System Case Study Uganda Airline
Thank you
SECTION A
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1. Sex (tick in the box)
Female

Male

2.Age
19

—

25 year~_____

26

—

35

j

j years

_____

3. Which Flight Class do you take?
Executive

Economic

Both

4. For how long have you been in the country ~
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None

above 35 years

SECTION B
PAYMENT INFORMATION
5. How do passenger pay their flight fares?
Cash

cheque~_____

credit

_____

debit

_____

6. Under which term are payments made?
Yearly

Installments

_____

7. Are Passengers issued any document to confirm their financial outstanding? If NO skip this
section, otherwise tick the ones applicable
Clearance card

Balance card

other(s)

8. How do you keep your financial documentations?
Box files~_____

Filing cabins~_____

other(s)

9. How long does it take for a document to be processed?
Immediately1

~j

After one day~_____

after a week

Others (specify)

SECTION C
COMPUTER INFORMATION
9. Are you computer literate?
YES~__

NO~J

10. Would you welcome the introduction of a computerized system for monitoring flight
reservation in Airline?
Yes

No

I don’t know

11. Give reason for your answer

11
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Thank you for your contribution towards my research
QUESTIONAIRE FOR PASSENGERS
Dear Respondent,
I am researching on the Flight reservation system in an Airline. The questionnaire is designed to
help in finding out how Flight can be monitored using a computerized system.
The information sought needed for this academic research only and will be treated with
confidentiality and will be solely for the purpose of this research. Hence the we humbly requests
you to put a tick on the answer you prefer and give your views where necessary in the spaces
provided.
The project is entitled Flight Reservation System Case Study Uganda Airline.
Thank you
1. Sex (tick in the box)
Female

Male

2.Age
Below 18

19—25 years

above 25 years

3. What level of education are you?
Ordinary level

Advanced level

4. For how long have been in this Airline7

years

5. Where do you reside?
Home

Hostel

Others
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SECTION B
MODE OF PAYMENT INFORMATION
6. Who pays your Flight fares?
Parent ~

j

]

Guardian

Self

Others

7. How are your Fares paid?
Cash

cheque

______

credit

_____[

Others

______

8. Are you issued payment receipts?
Yes

_____

No

_____

9. Which other documents are you issued?
Clearance card

Balance card

_____

None

_____

SECTION C
10. Are you computer literate?
Yes~___

No~___

11. Would you welcome the introduction of a computerized system for monitoring Flight
reservations in the Airline?
Yes~

No~__

12. Give reason(s) for your answer

11
III

Thank you for your time and contribution towards my research
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ANI~EX IV
CODING FOR ENQUIRY
OPTION EXPLICIT
Dim adors As Recordset
Private Sub add_Click(Index As Integer)
With adors
.AddNew
End With
End Sub
Private Sub cl_Click(Index As Integer)
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub CONFIRM Click()
Dim ADORS2 As Recordset
Dim db As Connection
Set db

=

New Connection

db.Open “Provider=MSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data Source=NATW
Set ADORS2

=

New Recordset

ADORS2.Open “select
txtfields(7).Text &

“,

*

from TICKET_REPORT WHERE TICKET NO

db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic

txtfields(4)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(1))

txtfields(1)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(2))

txtfields(2)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(9))

txtfields(3)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(7))

txtfields(5)

=

(ADORS2~Fields(5))

txtfields(6)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(6))

End Sub
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CODING FOR CANCELLATION
Option Explicit
Dim adors As Recordset
Private Sub CANCEL Click()
Dim SQL As String
Dim db As Connection
Set db = New Connection
db.Open ‘TroviderMSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data Source=NATW
SQL = “DELETE FROM TICKET REPORT WHERE PNR” & txtfields(O).Text &
db.Execute SQL
End Sub
Private Sub Command3Click()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub Form LoadQ
Dim db As Connection
Set db

=

New Connection

db.Open “Provider=MSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data SourceNATW
Set adors = New Recordset
adors.Open “select
CUSTCODE,CLASS,SEAT_NO,DAYS_LEFT,HOURS_LEFT,BASIC_AMMOIJNT,CANC
ELAMMOUNT FROM REFUND AMMOUNT”, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic
Dim otext As TextBox
For Each otext In Me.txtfields
Set otext.DataSource = adors
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Next
End Sub
Private Sub SHOW Click()
Dim ADORS2 As Recordset
Dim db As Connection
Set db

New Connection

=

db.Open “ProviderMSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security InfoFalse;Data Source=NATH”
Set ADORS2

=

New Recordset

ADORS2.Open “select * from TICKET_REPORT WHERE PNR =
“, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic

T

& txtfields(O).Text &

Ttxtfields(O) = (ADORS2.Fields(1))
txtfields(1)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(8))

txtfields(2)

=

(ADORS2.Fields(7))

txt basic ammount.Text = (ADORS2 .Fields(9))
End Sub
Private Sub txtfields_LostFocus(Index As Integer)
Dim db As Connection
If Index
Set db

=

0 Then
New Connection

db.Open “ProviderMSDASQL.1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data Source=NATW
Set adors

New Recordset

adors.Open “select
CUSTCODE,CLASS,SEAT_NO,DAYS_LEFT,HOURSLEFT,BASICAMMOUNT,CANC
ELAMMOUNT FROM REFUND AMMOUNT where cust_code
II!)!? db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic
Dim otext As TextBox
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=

(‘“

& txtfields(0).Text &

For Each otext In Me.txtfields
Set otext.DataSource

=

adors

Next
End If
End Sub
Private Sub txtsubClick()
txtresult(7).Text

=

Val(txt basic ammount.Text) Val(txt cancel ammount(6).Text)
-

End Sub

CODING FOR RESERVATION
Option Explicit
Dim adors As Recordset
Dim adorsl As Recordset
Dim ADORS2 As Recordset
Private Sub Combo lClick()
If Val(Combol .Text)

=

1 Then

Text3(1).Visible

=

False

Text3(2).Visible

=

False

Text3(3).Visible = False
Text3(4).Visible = False
Text3(5).Visible
Text3(O).Visible

False
=

True

Combo3(1).Visible = False
Combo3(2).Visible = False
Combo3(3).Visible = False
Combo3(4).Visible = False
Combo3(5).Visible = False
Combo3(O)~Visible

=

True

Text4(1).Visible = False
Text4(2).Visible = False
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Text4(3).Visible = False
Text4(4).Visible = False
Text4(5).Visible = False
Text4(O).Visible = Tru~
Text6(l)Nisible = False
Text6(2).Visible = False
Text6(3).Visible = False
Text6(4).Visible = False
Text6(5).Visible = False
Text6(O)Nisible = True
Endif
IfVal(CombotText) =2 Then
Text3(1)Nisible = True
Text3(2).Visible = False
Text3(3).Visible = False
Text3(4).Visible = False

Text3(5)Nisible = False
Text3(O).Visible = True
Combo3(l).Visible = True
Combo3(2).Visible = False
Combo3(3).Visible = False
Combo3(4).Visible = False
Combo3(5).Visible = False
Combo3(O).Visible = True
Text4(l)Nisible = True
Text4(2).Visible = False
Text4(3).Visible = False
Text4(4).Visible = False
Text4(5)Nisible = False
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Text4(O).Visible

=

True

Text6(1).Visible

=

True

Text6(2).Visible

False

Text6(3).Visible

=

False

Text6(4).Visible

=

False

Text6(5).Visible

=

False

Text6(O).Visible

=

True

End If
If Val(Combo 1 .Text)

=

Text3(1).Visible

=

True

Text3(2).Visible

=

True

3 Then

Text3(3).Visible = False
Text3(4).Visible = False
Text3(5).Visible

=

False

Text3(O).Visible

=

True

Combo3(1).Visible

=

True

Combo3(2).Visible

=

True

Combo3(3).Visible

=

False

Combo3(4).Visible

=

False

Combo3(5).Visible

=

False

Combo3(O).Visible

=

True

Text4(1).Visible = True
Text4(2).Visible = True
Text4(3).Visible = False
Text4(4).Visible = False
Text4(5).Visible

False

Text4(O).Visible = True
Text6(1).Visible

True

Text6(2).Visible = True
Text6(3).Visible

=

False

Text6(4).Visible = False
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Text6(5).Visible = False
Text6(O).Visible = True
End If
If Val(Combo 1 .Text) =4 Then
Text3(1).Visible = True
Text3(2).Visible

=

True

Text3(3).Visible

=

True

Text3(4).Visible = False
Text3(5).Visible

=

False

Text3(O).Visible

=

True

Combo3(1).Visible = True
Combo3(2).Visible = True
Combo3(3).Visible = True
Combo3(4).Visible = False
Combo3(5).Visible = False
Combo3(O).Visible = True
Text4(1).Visible

=

True

Text4(2).Visible

=

True

Text4(3).Visible

True

Text4(4).Visible

=

False

Text4(5).Visible

=

False

Text4(O).Visible

=

True

Text6(1).Visible

=

True

Text6(2).Visible

=

True

Text6(3).Visible

=

True

Text6(4).Visible

=

False

Text6(5).Visible

=

False

Text6(O).Visible

=

True

End If
IfVal(ComboLText)

=

5 Then
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Text3(l).Visible

True

=

Text3(2).Visible = True
Text3(3).Visible = True
Text3(4).Visible

True

=

Text3(5).Visible
Text3(O).Visible

False
True

=

Combo3(1).Visible = True
Combo3(2).Visible = True
Combo3(3).Visible = True
Combo3(4).Visible = True
Combo3(5).Visible = False
Combo3(O).Visible
Text4(1).Visible

=

Text4(2).Visible

=

True

True
True

Text4(3).Visible

=

True

Text4(4).Visible

=

True

Text4(5).Visible

=

False

Text4(O).Visible
Text6(1).Visible

True
=

Text6(2).Visible

True
True

Text6(3).Visible

=

True

Text6(4).Visible

=

True

Text6(5).Visible

=

False

Text6(O).Visible

=

True

End If
If Val(Combol.Text) = 6 Then
Text3(1).Visible

=

True

Text3(2).Visible

=

True

Text3(3).Visible

=

True

Text3(4).Visible

=

True
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Text3(5).Visible

True

=

Text3(O).Visible = True
Combo3(1).Visible

=

True

Combo3(2).Visible

=

True

Combo3(3).Visible

=

True

Combo3(4).Visible

=

True

Combo3(5).Visible

=

True

Combo3(O).Visible = True
Text4(1)~Visib1e = True
Text4(2).Visible = True
Text4(3).Visible = True
Text4(4).Visible = True
Text4(5).Visible = True
Text4(O).Visible = True
Text6(1).Visible = True
Text6(2).Visible = True
Text6(3).Visible = True
Text6(4).Visible = True
Text6(5).Visible

=

True

Text6(O).Visible

=

True

End If
End Sub
Private Sub Combo3_Click(Index As Integer)
Dim ADORS2 As ADODB.Recordset
Dim var2 As Integer
Dim var3 As Integer
Dim db As Connection
Set db

=

New Connection

db.Open “Provider=MSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security InfoFalse;Data Source=NATH
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Set ADORS2

=

New ADODB.Recordset

Adodc 1 .RecordSource
Hselect

from
fixed
where
f_code

RTrim(LTrim(DBCombol.Text)) &

“

and tdate =

“

& RTrim(LTrim(Text8.Text)) &

Adodc 1 .Refresh
ADORS2.Open “select
var2

=

*

from fixed”, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic

ADORS2.Fields !t_res_eco_seat

Text6(Index).Text

var2

+

1

End Sub
Private Sub CommandlClick()
Text2.Text
+

Val(Text4(O).Text) + Val(Text4( 1 ).Text) + Val(Text4(2).Text)

Val(Text4(4).Text)

+

Val(Text4(5).Text)

End Sub
Private Sub DBCombol_Change()
On Enor Resume Next
MSRDC 1 .Resultset.Bookmark

=

DBCombo 1. Selectedltem

End Sub
Private Sub DBCombol_Click(Area As Integer)
On Error Resume Next
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+

Val(Text4(3).Text)

MSRDC 1 .Resultset.Bookmark

=

DBCombol .Selectedltem

End Sub
Private Sub Form Load()
Dim db As Connection
Set db

=

New Connection

db.Open “Provider=MSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data SourceNATH”
Set adors = New Recordset
ADORS2.Open

select
ticket no,pnr,flight_id,source,destination,t_date,d_time,a_time,fare 1 ,fare2,fare3 ,fare4,fare5,far
e6,class,agel ,sex 1 ,seatl ,age 1 ,sex 1 ,seatl ,age2,sex2,seat2,age3,sex3,seat3,age4,sex4,seat4,age5,
sex5,seat5,age6,sex6,seat6,passenger from ticket_report”, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic
Dim otext As TextBox
For Each otext In Me.Textl
Set otext.DataSource

adors

Next
db.Open “Provider=MSDASQL. 1 ;Persist Security Info=False;Data Source=NATH”
Set adors

=

Set adorsi

New Recordset

=

New Recordset

Set ADORS2

New Recordset

adors 1 .Open
“select
max(TICKET_NO)from
ticket_report”,
adOpenStatic,
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adLockOptimistic

ADORS2.Open “select max(pnr) from ticket_report”, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic
van

=

var2

adorsl.Fields(O)
ADORS2.Fields(O)

Textl(O)varl
Textl(17)

+

+

1

adors.Open “select

*

=

var2

1
FROM FARE”, db, adOpenStatic, adLockOptimistic

Set Textl(l).DataSource

adors

Set Text 1 (2).DataSource

adors

Set Textl(3).DataSource = adors
Set Text 1 (4).DataSource

=

adors

End Sub
Private Sub PRINT Click()
Ticket_report.Print
End Sub
Private Sub save Click()
adors.UpdateBatch adAffectAliChapters
End Sub
Text3_LostFocus(Index As Integer)
Dim temp As Double
If Val(Text3 (Index) .Text)
temp

=

(5

*

>

60 Then

Val(Text5.Text) / 100)

MsgBox (temp)
Text4(Index).Text = temp
Else
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temp

=

Val(Text5.Text)

End If
Text4(Index)Jext = temp
End Sub
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